
                                                            How to create your Cultural Diary ? 

This year, in your LLCE class, you will have to create a cultural diary which will be a sort of 
journal/diary of everything important you do in class of course, but it will also contain elements of 

English-speaking movies/ series / books/ comic books that you will encounter 
in your free time. This diary will be important to get you ready for next 
year’s exams. 

 

* Your cultural diary will be collected by your teacher and assessed/ graded at the end of each 
chapter. 

* Your cultural diary will be divided in several parts, each part will correspond to a theme/ a topic 
studied in the chapter. 

* The presentation of your cultural diary is entirely up to you but you will definitely need the 
following ingredients : 

1. The title of the chapter / the topic(s) studied and the cultural theme it refers 
to (L’imaginaire ou Rencontres).  
 

2. The list of the different documents (pictures, texts, videos…) studied in the 
chapter and a classification according to your tastes: 

The documents I really liked The reasons why I really liked them 
1. 
2. 
3. 

 

 

The documents I didn’t particularly like The reasons why I didn’t really like them 
1. 
2. 
3. 

 

 

3. You will add 2 or 3 personal documents (extracts from TV series, movies, extracts from novels, short 
stories, comic books, articles, Youtube videos, paintings, poems) that MUST come from the English-
speaking world (USA, UK, Australia, India, New Zealand, Canada….). You will present your personal 
documents briefly and explain why you think they would be a good addition to this chapter 
(similarities in genre, topic, problematic issue etc). 
 
 

4. Last but not least, as a conclusion, you will give a definition/ a summary of the genres / topics / 
themes evoked in the chapter and your opinion about it (was it difficult ? interesting ? controversial ? 
completely new to you etc ?). You can also mention the new things you learned about the English-
speaking culture thanks to this chapter. 
 

 Keep in mind that this work can be a bit long to prepare ( especially the « hunt » for personal documents), so 
get ORGANIZED and try to write your ideas all along the chapter and not AT THE VERY LAST MINUTE ! If 
you have ideas for your diary and your want my opinion on something, don’t hesitate to write to me and ask for 
my advice : English.delepine@gmail.com  
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